
WHERE TO PUT MISSION STATEMENT IN BUSINESS PLAN

Developing your company's first mission statement, or writing a new or revised one, That a traditional business plan
often includes a mission statement isn't a How to write a mission statement define what your business does for
customers.

Ford: To become the world's leading Consumer Company for automotive products and services. Often, the
hardest part of creating a vision statement is coming up with wording that truly defines your values and shines
a light on your corporate identity without sounding too vague. Use offbeat, colorful verbs and adjectives to
spice up your statements. Another important reason to write a clear and concise executive summary is for
potential investors or lenders. Write a list of topics to discuss or think about. Are there external factors
threatening your ability to succeed? Your statement should explain, in a convincing manner, why your
business exists, and should be no longer than a single sentence. Why should people buy from you? Objectives:
The objectives of your business plan are the most important part. Some people use the two terms
interchangeably. If so, where are you going to obtain it and what is the return on investment? And shares of
stock are ownership. Set aside several hours--a full day, if possible--to work on your statement. There are
actually webapps that poke fun at how most mission statements use vague, high-sounding phrases to say
nothing. Be sure, however, to pick only positive, supportive people who truly want to see you succeed. Why
does this matter? Do they need development or training? So is offering excellent slow food in your
neighborhood, with emphasis on organic and local, at a price premium. You will be surprised at the plethora
of useful and creative input you will get. Current financial state. Make informed guesses. The vast majority are
focused on messaging for customers. Plan a date. Do your competitors do the same thing? You can set
objectives for performance, customer satisfaction, and other key elements of success, as long as you define
how they will be measured. Consider what your potential customers are doing to solve the same problems
your product solves. With this visual presentation, your reader quickly can see the positive and negative
internal and external factors that may impact your business. If you want customers to boast about your goods
and services, say so--along with the reasons why. To avoid vague, fuzzy mission statements, review your
statement for useless comparisons. What does your company do for its employees? Spell out your goals;
specify results and activities that can be easily tracked. Since this can be a daunting process, here are some
general tips to help you begin your research: Understand your ideal customer profile, especially as it relates to
demographics. You also could look at projected changes to the number of people in your target age range over
the next few years. What level of service do you provide? If your product serves retirees, try to find data about
how many people will be retiring in the next five years, as well as any information you can find about
consumption patterns among that group. How to use your vision statement A business should determine early
on where its vision statement will appear and what role it will serve in the organization.


